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First Prize
Ghost Boys
Ghost Boys is an incredibly powerful and contemporary book by Jewell Parker
Rhodes that covers important themes such as racial injustice, violence, and police
brutality and explores how people’s biases can lead to destruction – in this case fatal
destruction.
It tells the achingly unfair tale of Jerome, a 12-year-old black boy from Chicago
whose toy gun is mistaken for a real gun, and he is shot dead by a Police Officer
without warning.
The white officer is quoted in The Chicago Tribune as saying, “I had no choice!” and
“He had a gun,” but as a reader we feel this statement can’t be true. Whilst reading I
felt frustrated and angry - Jerome has his life cruelly stolen from him at the hands of
injustice. This was heightened when I later learnt the officer was not charged with
any crime.
The story has an interesting dual narrative that flits between the events leading up to
the moment of Jerome’s death and his time as a ghost. This gives us a clearer
picture of who Jerome is, his life, family and struggles at school.
We learn that Jerome was constantly hiding from bullies at school, desperate to stay
out of trouble and go unnoticed. This insight into Jerome’s character makes the story
even more poignant as we become familiar with his gentle and unassuming nature.
We also learn that Jerome is not alone in the afterlife and his story is sadly far from
unique. He meets ‘hundreds and thousands’ of other ‘ghost boys’ – black boys just
like him who have met similar and unfair fates.
One is the ghost of Emmett Till, a real-life character from Michigan who was brutally
murdered by a gang of white men in 1950s America. Emmett’s story serves as proof
that the issue of systemic racism has been ever-present in our society for over 65
years. Emmett helps Jerome realise the tragic stories of other people of colour
throughout history and how they have suffered through slavery and violence.
He also provides Jerome with hope. Emmett tells him he is a ghost for a reason, that
he has something important to do and can help things change. He says, “Only the
living can make a change.”
Each ghost boy can talk to a living person who can help them. For Jerome, it is
Sarah, the daughter of the officer who shot him. He tells Sarah about the events of
his death, and she realises that her father has done something terrible and then
becomes an activist against racism – a fighter for social justice.

Through Sarah, Jerome and the other ghost boys can find some peace and move on
from the world.
I think this is uplifting and the author is telling us that even though racism is very
much alive in society today hope is not lost. The overarching theme of the book is
learning. It makes us question why after over half a century; little has changed in
society, but also tells us we all can make a difference.
What I loved about this book is that the story is engaging, fast and moving. I also
think that Jewell Parker Rhodes was able to voice the forgotten lives of the
anonymous ghost boys who died unjustly and increase our understanding of racism.
She says in the book’s After Word, ‘I do believe that as a living person, I am obliged
to honour and speak for those who can no longer speak for themselves.’ - a powerful
quote that embodies all that the book achieves in just 198 gripping pages.
The book furthered my understanding of how deeply rooted racial prejudice remains
in society today and the emotional and compelling story stayed with me long after I
finished the book.
Rhodes has a clear message for us all through Jerome when she says, ‘Only the
living can make the world a better place. Live and make it better.’ The hopeful
message I took away from the book is that all of us in some way, no matter how big
or small the act, can help to make the world a better place.
Alice – Kingston Academy

Second Prize

Dashiell - Ibstock Place School

Second Prize

Life of Pi
You can never forget the moment when the goat dies. Pi, the book’s central
character, has grown up in a zoo in India, and one morning his father decides to
teach him and his brother a lesson. He takes them to the cage of a magnificent
Bengal tiger, Manisha, and declares, ‘I’m going to teach you how dangerous tigers
are’. The goat, whose eyes are ‘spinning orbs’ is let into the cage and jumps around
before the tiger sinks his jaws into it and the blood starts to flow.
‘Life of Pi’ is a playful novel, but it’s important never to forget how dangerous the
animals are. It revolves around a boy who is named after a swimming pool ‘Piscine
Molitor Patel’, and renames himself as ‘Pi’ to stop people pronouncing his name like
‘Pissing’. Pi upsets his parents when he experiments with not one religion but three –
Hinduism, Christianity and Islam. It’s the 1980s and because of problems in India his
family decides to sail to Canada; when the ship they are on sinks the book turns from
a comedy about growing up to an unusual tale about survival.
The biggest question is how much is real and how much takes place in the narrator’s
imagination. He must survive on a small boat in the Pacific Ocean, with a zebra, a
hyena, an orang-utang and a tiger called Richard Parker. One question raised by the
goat scene is how a boy can stay alive in the middle of the ocean for 227 days with a
hungry Bengal tiger.
Richard Parker is fascinating. He doesn’t talk – except for in Pi’s imagination towards
the end. What’s most important is what he means to Pi; he starts off being an object
of fear but then becomes an object of comfort. ‘A part of me did not want Richard
Parker to die at all, because if he died I would be left alone with despair, a foe even
more formidable than a tiger,’ Pi says. This is interesting, because we are made to
think about the fact that feeling no hope is worse than being scared.
The worst moment is when Pi is being interviewed in a hospital in Mexico by two
officials investigating why the ship sank. They tell Pi they don’t believe his story.
Then he tells them a different story about being stranded on the ocean, where he
witnesses a bullying cook, a sailor whose leg is amputated for fish bait, cannibalism
and the murder of his mother.
It’s a brief part of a book which overall spends more time talking about the wonders
of the world than its horrors. Yet it makes us realise that sometimes the stories
people tell are more important for their future than reality. Yann Martel’s story fills
your head with luminous fish and islands with people-eating trees. It’s a story for a
world so obsessed by rationalism that sometimes it forgets that other ways of
thinking might be better.
Fergus - City of London School

Highly Commended

Bexley Grammar School

Highly Commended

Kingston Grammar School

Highly Commended

Review – Whitgift School - The Arrival - Oliver
The Arrival by Shaun Tan was a different and interesting book because it was graphic novel
with no words. I thought Tan’s idea was excellent and unique because it portrayed not just a
story but someone’s detailed perspective.
The metaphor of the book was one I had never seen or read before because the main
character was in this world in which everything seemed alien to him. I understood all these
made-up creatures, languages and cityscapes were not actually real but just what the man
sees them as. The pictures are not in first person; however, Shaun Tan does well in drawing
the man’s feelings and expressions. The variety of pictures were also intriguing because they
might start off zoomed in on the man’s face but then zoom out and showed a massive city
with extremely large buildings in strange shapes.
Tan also did well in conveying the plot throughout because he changed the outline of the
pictures showing it was a flashback or he might draw a very zoomed out shot to portray the
feeling of isolation and aloneness. He also drew pictures which again were not what was
actually happening but a metaphor of what was happening. For example, if there was a
rainstorm, Tan was able to draw giant humans and show them watering the city. This of
course, is not what is happening but what it felt like. All of Tan’s features in the pictures
make you feel like you are the man because you are almost in his shoes feeling his
emotions.
I would not recommend this book for anyone under the age of 11 because the book could
be quite difficult to understand because it is a big metaphor. Though I would rate this 4 out
of 5 stars whilst it is hard to compare to other books because it is a very different format.
Oliver - Whitgift School

Highly Commended
The Foreshadowing
Do you like spoilers? With The Foreshadowing by Marcus Sedgewick, you can enjoy
the feeling of a friend telling you that a major character died several times without
having to make friends in the first place. You might feel like the premise (the main
character has visions of other people’s death) is just spoilers, but it is implemented in
a way that is believable and not jarring. The method in which these premonitions
appear feels natural (by natural I mean how you would expect it to happen; obviously
knowing whether someone is going to die is not natural) through an unconscious
feeling, vision or dream. The heroine of the book is likable and her actions
believable. That is something that could be said for most of the book – except for the
future seeing – like the natural dialogue or the historical details.
Even one moment when the character is imprisoned and then rescued, which could
feel like it was a deus ex machina if written by a less skilled author, is in fact more
like fate (a key idea in the book; you cannot have a foreseeable future without fate)
than an attempt to write the character out of an unescapable (literally) situation. If I
have one gripe with the plot, it would be the way that our protagonist disguises
herself as a red cross nurse with very little prior training. However, the book itself
even points out the incredulous nature of this necessary plot element and her
disguise fails some way through the book. I found it slightly immersion-breaking, but
not very.
Don’t let the wartime setting of the book put you off: although I would recommend it
to a war history buff, I would also recommend it to someone who perhaps does not
like these types of stories so much (like me) because of the amazing premise and
plot.
It's not necessary to have the ‘curse’ of looking into the future to know that if you
read it, you would love it.

Joseph – Dulwich College

